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CONSERVATION
NosiLife

Our anti-insect treatment is
built into our fabric and offers
an outstanding defence against
biting insects, lasting the
lifetime of the garment

The Kevin Richardson Foundation aims
to protect lions through the preservation
of natural habitat, empowering local
communities on the fringes of these
habitats and collaborating with
conservation-minded individuals
and organisations to bring an end
to canned lion hunting. The foundation
also supports the Kevin Richardson
Wildlife Sanctuary.*

CRAGHOPPERS
AMBASSADOR
Kevin Richardson or ‘The Lion Whisperer’
as he is widely known, is a world-renowned
wildlife conservationist and filmmaker.
We support his mission to highlight the
declining status of Africa’s most iconic predator,
the lion. Kevin wears our NosiLife Adventure
Shirt because it is the ultimate piece of kit.
It guards against sun and insects, keeps
him cool, protects his valuables and features
an essential sunglasses wipe which
he uses to clean his
camera lens!
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* To support the foundation or learn more go to www.kevinrichardsonfoundation.org
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SPECIALISTS IN SELF-GUIDED HOLIDAYS SINCE 1985

R ET H INK Y OUR
N EX T W A L KING HOLIDAY.
T H I N K HEADW ATER.
A Headwater self-guided walking holiday is all about the perfect balance
between relaxation and discovery. You can reach places on foot that you simply
can’t get to any other way, unlocking the secrets of a region and bringing you
closer to our wonderful world.
Our leisurely walking holidays allow you to immerse yourself in local life,
experiencing the region’s unique charm and character and tucking into sumptuous
traditional cuisine along the way.

Rethink your next holiday with Headwater.
Choose from over 170 walking and cycling itineraries
online at www.headwater.com or call one of
our Travel Experts on 01606 361 642
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EDITOR'S LETTER

Welcome...
W

of a country: the Maori folklore of New Zealand’s
accessible Tongariro Alpine Crossing; the Berber
culture of Morocco’s Toubkal Circuit; the bears,
branches and beaches of the bracing Pacific
Coast on Canada’s West Coast Trail.
Whatever your fitness level, available time or
budget, inside these pages you’ll find a trail to fire
your imagination and set you on the path to the
adventure of your life… one foot after another.

Lyn Hughes,
Editor-in-Chief and Founder, Wanderlust

Dreamstime

hat is a ‘great walk’?
A way to give those
thighs a workout?
A chance to get outside in
the fresh air and get in touch
with nature? An excuse to
take on a testing adventure?
At Wanderlust, we’ve always
felt that a great walk not only exercises your
body, but also opens your mind, letting you really
experience a destination and take in its sights,
whether meeting the locals or spying wildlife
in the undergrowth as you amble past.
That’s why we call the walks in this magazine
‘the best on the planet’. They not only send you
on unique, spectacular adventures of all lengths
and difficulties, but they also get to the very heart

Editor Lyn Hughes Art Director Graham Berridge
Managing Editor Tom Hawker Assisted by Gareth Clark, Hazel Plush, Mike Wright
Managing Director Tilly McAuliffe
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Alpine
1 Tongariro
Crossing, New Zealand
Journey to Mount Doom

Where? Tongariro National Park,
New Zealand
Length: 19km
Days: 1
Difficulty:  Moderate, but
tough in bad weather
Can you hike it independently?
Yes; the route is well-signposted
There’s a reason why this North
Island classic is often hailed as the
‘world’s best day walk’: it has a bit of
everything. Firstly, it’s rich in folklore
and Maori legend – its slopes are
dotted with tapu (sacred sites).

It also has Hollywood connections,
And lastly, the Crossing is
with these barren mountains having
a manageable challenge. There are
doubled as Mordor in the Lord of the
some testing ups, including the
Rings films. On top of
lung-busting 378that, it runs a grand
step ascent of the
environmental gamut
Plan your trip for the Devil’s Staircase and
from old lava fields
a scramble to reach
shoulder seasons of
and Alpine tussock
the high point at Red
spring or autumn:
to lush podocarp
Crater (1,886m). But
winter crossings may
forest and volcanic
other than that, it’s not
require crampons and
strange – the upper
so difficult – unless the
a guide, while summer weather comes in.
reaches, including
brings the crowds
the saddle between
Like that? Try this...
Mounts Tongariro
Pouakai Crossing,
and Ngauruhoe, are a netherworld
New Zealand (19km) – a lesser-known
of sulphurous lakes, multicoloured
one-day gem that traverses the
rocks, steaming fumaroles and
lower slopes of North Island’s Mount
ground that’s hot to the touch.
Taranaki and promises fewer crowds.

TOP TIP
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2 Larapinta Trail, Australia

Discover the wild Red Centre

Where? Alice Springs to Mount Sonder,
Northern Territory, Australia
Length: 223km
Days: 11-16
Difficulty:  Tough, with camping
Independent? Yes – though guided
options are available (including a ‘posh’
version with semi-permanent camps)
Australia has many trails, but this is
perhaps the most quintessentially Oz:
starting from the Red Centre capital
of Alice, it hugs the spine of the West
MacDonnell Ranges, incorporating red
rocks and desert, deep gorges, cooling
creeks, termite mounds and star-filled
skies. The climax is a climb of 1,380m up
Mount Sonder, to look back across the
incredible terrain you’ve just traversed.
The Larapinta is divided into 12
sections, and each trailhead is vehicleaccessible – making it easy to arrange
short forays. Only the fit and wellprepared should attempt the whole trail.
Like that? Try this... Bibbulmun Track,
Western Australia – 1,000km of brilliant
bushwalks, from Kalamunda to Albany.
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3 Dana-Petra Trail, Jordan
In the footsteps of Bedouins

this is a directional route along
a range of old mule tracks, hence
the need for a guide. But it’s full of
atmosphere: rolling hills, scorching
wadis, sandstone mountains,
Bedouin-style camping and access
to Petra via its hidden ‘back door’.
Like that? Try this... Wadi Rum –
follow in the footsteps of Lawrence
of Arabia in the Jordanian desert.

Dreamstime

Where? Southern Jordan
Length: 45km Days: 3-5
Difficulty: 
Moderate, with camping
Independent? No – a guide
is compulsory
Wending from the wildlife-filled
forests of Dana Nature Reserve to
the rock-hewn city of Petra, this trail
isn’t a waymarked set path. Rather,

6 wanderlust.co.uk
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4 Sarangkot summit, Nepal
Walking with giants

Where? Pokhara, Nepal
Length: 11km
Days: 150
Difficulty:  Easy
Independent? Yes
The trouble with trekking
up a mountain is that
when you’re on it, you
can’t see it. Better to take
a step back in order to get
a good overview.
Sarangkot is just that.
This 1,600m-high lookout
near the laid-back hiking
hub of Pokhara affords
a panorama of some of
the Himalaya range’s
highest peaks, from bulky
Dhaulagiri (8,167m) in the
west across to Annapurna
II (7,937m) in the east,
and encompassing the
perfectly pyramidal
Machhapuchhare (6,997m),
known to some as the
‘Fishtail’. In the foreground,
rice terraces rise to
gorgeous green hills.

It’s possible to make
a loop from Pokhara,
ascending a trail that peels
off from the north side of
Phewa Lake and descends
via Bindhyabasini Temple.
Or start from the village
of Naudanda, walking
through forest and Bhramin
and Chhetris villages
to Sarangkot, with its
teahouses and lookout. The
views are especially soulstirring at dawn and dusk
– visit between October
and December for the best
chance of clear weather.
Like that? Try this...
The Great Himalaya
Trail (1,700km) – it takes
a whopping 150 days –
and peak fitness – in its
entirety. However, it’s
formed of ten connecting
sections (two/three weeks
each), so you don’t need
to head to the hills for the
whole six months.

5 Magome-Tsumago Trail, Japan
A hike back in time

Where? Kiso Valley, Japan
Length: 8km
Days: 1
Difficulty:  Easy
Independent? Yes
This leisurely trail is a chance to spend a day in
bygone Japan. During the Edo period,
the Nakasendo – ‘the road through the
If you like the Magome- mountains’ – was one of the country’s
Tsumago Trail, you can main highways, connecting then-capital
keep going, following Kyoto with Edo (modern-day Tokyo).
Parts of this once-vital artery remain,
the Nakasendo for
another 4km to Nagiso, with one of the best sections linking the
old ‘post towns’ (rest stops for officials)
past the hilltop ruins of
of Magome and Tsumago, deep in the
Tsumago Castle.
Kiso Valley. From Magome, the trail
leads you past cherry trees, paddy
fields, stone tablets and waterfalls, eventually
bringing you to well-preserved Tsumago. Here,
telephone poles are banished from the main street
and the former waki-honjin – once reserved for
senior samurai – is now a museum.
Like that? Try this... Lantau Trail, Hong Kong
– a circular trail (70km) on the island of Lantau,
taking in temples, beaches, fishing villages and
gardens, and divided into 12 sections.

Getty; Dreamstime

TOP TIP
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6 Great Wall of China

Day hike or multi-week challenge?
defined. However, stringing together a
series of simple day-hikes in the Beijing
region and Hebei province – around the
less touristy areas of Jiankou, Gubeikou
and Jinshanling – is a good alternative,
combining watchtowers, vertiginous
steps and mountain views.
Like that? Try this... Tiger Leaping
Gorge, Yunnan – from Lijiang,
spend three-four days hiking this
dramatic canyon.

Getty; Dreamstime

Where? North of Beijing, China
Length: Approximately 5,000km in
total; various short sections possible
Days: Various, depending on how
many sections you tackle
Difficulty:  Easy-moderate: steep
and uneven sections, with homestays
Independent? Yes
It’s very tough to walk the entire Great
Wall – not just because it’s a really
long way but, in places, its route is ill-

wanderlust.co.uk 9
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CICERONE can guide your next adventure
370 guidebooks
walks and treks thoughout the world
trusted by professionals, enjoyed by all

NEW and recent guides to:
Japan
Iceland
Tajikistan
Kilimanjaro
Annapurna
Everest
Patagonia
Cinque Terre
Pyrenees
Canary Islands

celebrating 50 years

for inspiration, information and guidebooks

1969 | 2019
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Track,
7 Kokoda
Papua New Guinea
Journey into the jungle

Where? Owers’ Corner to
Kokoda, Papua New Guinea
Length: 96km
Days: 6-10
Difficulty:  Tough:
humid, with jungle camps and
homestays
Independent? No – a guide and
permits are required
In 1942, this jungle trail was the
site of fierce fighting between
Japanese and Australian troops;
today it’s filled with hikers
battling humidity, bugs and

torrential rain. With steep and
slippery ascents, raging rivers
and sticky conditions, this
isn’t a comfortable undertaking,
but pay-offs include fascinating
Second World War history,
tribal encounters and exotic
birds of paradise.
Like that? Try this... Black
Cat Track, Morobe Province –
dubbed the ‘new’ Kokoda
when it opened, this five-day trail
from Wau is said to be
even tougher.

Peak,
8 Adam’s
Sri Lanka

A short but spiritual stroll

Where? Sabaragamuwa, Sri Lanka
Length: 14-18km Days: 1
Difficulty:  Easy-moderate
Independent? Yes; permit required
The sacred footprint that’s said
to adorn Adam’s Peak’s 2,244m
summit attracts pilgrims and
curious hikers alike. The trail rises
past tea plantations and cloud
forest, but it’s also
a culture-rich endeavour –
taking in shrines, sadhus,
Humidity plus exercise and chai-sellers. The
equals chafing. Take most popular option is
with you a siliconto ascend via the 5,500
based anti-chafing
steps of the Hatton Route
glide or Vaseline – and (7km), which climbs from
the village of Dalhousie.
a couple of rolls of
Many pilgrims set off
strapping tape.
in the small hours, and
during the pilgrimage
season (Dec-May), the route is
strung with lights. The aim is to
summit in time for ira-sewaya, when
Adam’s Peak casts its huge shadow.
Like that? Try this... Koyasan Choishi
Michi Trail, Japan – a one-day trail
(23km) to Mount Koya’s temples.

Alamy; Shutterstock

TOP TIP
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Nature's wonders

Hiking in Cathedral
Grove on Vancouver
Island reveals some of
British Columbia's most
impressive Douglas firs

Hiking in

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
5 G R E AT DAY WA L KS

H

ome to the
Canadian Rockies,
almost 25% of the
world’s temperate
rainforest and
thousands of kilometres of trails,
British Columbia is undoubtedly
one of the world’s best hiking
destinations. Trails loop through
old-growth forests of Douglas fir
and Western red cedar, snaking
past lakes with snow-capped
mountains as the backdrop.
You will certainly feel
invigorated tackling the multi-day
camping trails, but even the
shorter routes will leave you
refreshed. Given how remote
many of the trails are, with limited
Wi-Fi and phone signal at lodges,
it’s a rare opportunity to switch
off, slow down and spend time
reflecting among BC's impressive
scenery. Here are five great day
walks to help you get started…

1

Cathedral Grove,
Vancouver Island

Nestled in MacMillan
Provincial Park, Cathedral
Grove is a sublime area of giant
old-growth Douglas firs. Some of
the trees are over 800 years old,
standing 75m tall and 9m in
circumference. The rest of the
provincial park is equally as
impressive, home to some
venerable Western red cedars.
Many of the trees have areas of
stripped bark – a sign of their use
by First Nation communities in
crafts and ceremonies.
The park, which lies on both
sides of the Alberni Highway
(Highway 4), is zig-zagged with
walking trails. To the south of the
road is Cathedral Grove, with the
'Big Tree’ and 'Living Forest’ trails;
to the north, near Cameron Lake,
is the 'Old Growth Trail’. All three
are short (around 20 minutes)

but their proximity to such
enormous trees will leave you
filled with awe.

2

Kettle Valley Rail
Trail, Thompson
Okanagan

In the OkanaganBoundary area of southern BC,
the Kettle Valley Rail Trail has the
distinction of being the province’s
longest rail trail network. It runs
from Hope in the west to Castlegar
in the east, following 650km
of decommissioned tracks – part
of the area’s once-comprehensive
railroad system.
Though there are several truly
wild sections, the network of trails
passes through several towns,
making it easy to split the route
into shorter day walks. If you only
have time for one section, it should
be Myra Canyon. Just south
of Kelowna city, on Okanagan

12 wanderlust.co.uk
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PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

Mountain, this 12km part of the
trail leads you over 18 impressive
trestle bridges, with sweeping
views of the valley below.

3

Emerald Lake Trail,
Kootenay Rockies

Emerald Lake – the
largest in Yoho National
Park – has vibrant, blue-green
water. This startling colour is
caused by powdered limestone,
deposited into the water when the
ice and snow melt each summer.
You can admire the lake from all
angles on the gentle Emerald Lake
Trail, which sticks close to the
5km shoreline. The walk is well
signposted and suitable for
hikers of all abilities. It only takes
an hour, but factor in more time so
you can stop to stare at your
high-altitude surroundings.

4

Ancient Forest Trail,
Northern BC

Destination BC/Sean Scott ; Dave Heath; Kari Medig; Grant Harder

Within driving distance
of Prince George – the
de facto capital of northern BC
– the Ancient Forest Trail winds
past cedar trees that are over
1,000 years old. The forest, also

Scenic wilderness

(clockwise from left)
A trestle bridge in Myra
Canyon; hiking through
mossy forests; a lake in
Skookumchuck; a canoe
on Emerald Lake

known as Chun T’oh Whudujut
(‘oldest trees’), sits on the
ancestral land of the Lheidli
T’enneh First Nation, protecting
a portion of the only inland
temperate rainforest in the world.
You’ve got several options for
exploring on foot, ranging from an
accessible boardwalk route to the
90-minute Ancient Forest Loop.
This trail passes by one of the
most picturesque spots in the area
– the 30-metre-high Tree Beard
Falls, which cascades down a
sheer, mossy rockface. You’ll also
pass several colossal trees
en route, including Big Tree,
Tree Beard and Radies' Tree –
each well worth a visit.

5

Skookumchuck Trail,
Sunshine Coast

Part of the Sunshine
Coast Trail – the longest
hut-to-hut hiking route in Canada,
at 180km – the Skookumchuck
Trail makes a gentle three-hour
introduction to this wild section
of coastline. ‘Skook’, as it is
affectionately known by locals,
is mostly made up of flat

paths through the forest, though
you may need to scramble over
a few roots and rocky patches
towards the end.
After about 4km, you’ll come
to the Skookumchuck Narrows,
where turbulent rapids form twice
a day as the tide changes. As the
name means ‘powerful water’ in
Chinook Jargon, it should come
as no surprise that this is a prime
kayaking and surf spot. If you
time your visit right, you’ll be in
for one of the great whitewater
wonders of the world.
For more information on travel
to British Columbia, please visit:
hellobc.co.uk | #exploreBC
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Highland Way,
9 West
Scotland
Take the high road

Where? Milngavie to Fort
William, Scotland
Length: 154km Days: 6-7
Difficulty:  Moderate,
with a choice of camping,
bothies, hostels and B&Bs

25 Worlds Best Walks_SO.indd 14

Independent? Yes
From just outside Glasgow
to the UK’s highest peak, the
West Highland Way is the
perfect Scottish primer. Utilising
many old pathways – from
drovers’ roads to disused
railway lines – it crosses pastoral
lowlands, skirts Loch Lomond
and negotiates bleakly beautiful

Rannoch Moor before delving
into great glens and finishing
beneath 1,344m Ben Nevis –
the summit of which provides
the ultimate finale.
Like that? Try this...
East Highland Way – extend
your Scottish sojourn by picking
up this 132km trail, which links
Fort William to Aviemore.

28/03/2019 09:19
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Hike,
10 Fimmvorduhals
Iceland
Iceland’s oddness in microcosm

Where? Skogar to Thorsmork, Iceland
Length: 25km
Days: 1-2
Difficulty:  Tough, fickle weather
Independent? Yes
Iceland's wonderful weirdness is squeezed
into this testing trail, which starts near the
ocean, ends amid the Thorsmork mountains
and passes waterfalls, glaciers and volcanoes
en route. Completing this in one day is tough
– and some choose to take two, overnighting
at the halfway hut – but it’s doable, especially
if you hike in July and August when the light
lasts forever and the weather is at its best.
Like that? Try this… Besseggen Ridge,
Norway (17km) – a classic ridge trail that runs
right through Jotunheimen National Park.

11 Grand Balcon Sud, France
A meander with Mont Blanc

Where? Arve Valley, France
Length: 5-25km
Days: 1
Difficulty:  Easy-tough,
It’s key to set off early –
depending on your route
particularly during
Independent? Yes
holidays and weekends
To hike along the Grand Balcon
– as the crowds at the
Sud is to promenade with giants.
Flégère lift will grind
This natural veranda traverses the your trek to a halt: get to
northern slopes of the Arve Valley
the lift before 9am.
with – on a clear day – views
across to the Mont Blanc massif.
The hardy could walk the route’s whole length,
from the Col des Montets (near Tré le Champ) to
Les Houches; an easier option is to ride the cable
car to La Flégere and spend a couple of hours
walking to Plan Praz, where there’s a choice:
descend via another cable car or hike/ride up to
2,525m Le Brévent. From here, Western Europe’s
mightiest mountain looks close enough to touch.
Like that? Try this… The Faulhornweg,
Switzerland – the essence of the Alps in one walk
(16km), combining a cog railway, blue lakes, and
Bernese Oberland icons.

Alamy; 4 Corners

TOP TIP
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12 Camino de Santiago, France/Spain
The pilgrims’ path

The Camino isn’t a walk, it’s
a state of mind. Some see it as
a spiritual undertaking, others as
a physical test; for some it’s all about
the camaraderie at the albergues.
Whether you’re there for the
highlights of northern Spain – León’s
cathedral, delicious grilled octopus –
or some higher goal, there’s nothing
else quite like it.
Like that? Try this... There are many
ways to Santiago; try the 230km
‘Portuguese Road’ from Porto.

Shutterstock

Where? Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port
to Santiago de Compostela,
France/Spain
Length: Approximately 800km
Days: 30
Difficulty:  Moderate: long
distances, with accommodation in
albergues (pilgrim hostels)
Independent? Yes. Permit not
necessary, but you’ll need to pick
up a Credencial del Peregrino
(Pilgrim Passport) to prove that
you’ve walked the whole way

wanderlust.co.uk 17
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13 Lycian Way, Turkey

Meander alongside the Med

Where? Fethiye to Antalya,
Turkey
Length: Approx 540km
Days: 25
Difficulty: 
Moderate-tough: some
easy sections, with camping
and guesthouses
Independent? Yes
The Lycian Way, Turkey’s
first long-distance trail,
flanks the hilly coast of the
Tekke Peninsula. It’s rich in
history, dotted with Byzantine
monasteries, Greek temples

and Roman ruins; it’s riddled
with coves, caves and brilliant
beaches; and it’s infused with
the scent of wild strawberries,
juniper and pine.
Camping is possible, but it's
best to stay in guesthouses,
spending time with the locals
who call this Mediterranean
coastline home.
Like that? Try this...
St Paul Trail – follow in the
saint’s footsteps for 500km,
from Perge, near Antalya, to
Yalvac, close to Lake Egirdir.

14 Sentiero degli Dei, Italy

Vineyards, valleys and epic views

Alamy; 4 Corners

Where? Bomerano to Positano,
Amalfi Coast, Italy
Length: Approximately 8km
Days: 1
Difficulty:  Easy, with villages and
amenities along the way
Independent? Yes
‘The Path of the Gods’ traces one of the
Amalfi Coast’s most handsome sections.
Following old mule trails, it skirts vineyards and
rolls over valleysides cloaked in holm oak and
heather, offering views down the cliffs to the
Mediterranean beyond. The ‘alto’ route has the
most drama; a lower route can be shortened at
tiny Nocelle (perched at 440m) by catching the
bus to pretty Positano below.
Like that? Try this... Sentiero Azzurro, Cinque
Terre – the Blue Trail between Liguria’s five
coastal villages is a compact Italian classic.
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Peak,
15 Sentinel
South Africa
Drakensberg in a day

Where? KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Length: 12km Days: 1
Difficulty:  Moderate, though
you’ll need a head for heights
Independent? Yes
If you want to probe the heights of
uKhahlamba-Drakensberg but only
have a day to do it, you can bypass
a lot of climbing by driving up to
Sentinel Peak car park (2,600m); from
the trailhead, there’s ‘only’ 570-or-so
metres to ascend. To access the
panoramic views from the summit
plateau, a series of chain ladders
dangles from the near-vertical face
of the Mont-Aux-Sources massif
– though acrophobes can try the
Beacon Buttress gully instead.
Like that? Try this… Skeleton Gorge,
South Africa – one of the
most beautiful routes
(6km) up Cape Town’s
While at the top of the
Table Mountain.

TOP TIP

Drakensberg, take
the time (if you dare)
to peer straight
down Africa’s highest
multi-tier plume,
Tugela Falls (948m).

16 Toubkal Circuit, Morocco
Hiking in the High Atlas

Dreamstime

Where? Atlas Mountains, Morocco
Length: Approximately 70km
Days: 4-6
Difficulty:  Moderate: some tough
sections, with camping and guesthouses
Independent? Possible, though a guide
is recommended
The summit of North Africa’s highest peak
is a relatively simple hike up from the Neltner
Refuge. But it’s much better to spend several
days circuiting 4,167m Jebel Toubkal than to
rush it. The surrounding High Atlas terrain is
a mix of verdant valleys, Berber villages and
stark mountainsides; some days include testing
passes, but frequent stops to sip mint tea in the
shade relieves the strain.
Like that? Try this... M’goun Massif – a five-day
expedition around Morocco’s lesser-hiked but
lofty (4,071m) mountain is an offbeat alternative.
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17 Simien Mountains Traverse, Ethiopia
Walk on the wild side

Trekking in Ethiopia’s World
Heritage-listed highlands
might yield sightings of gelada
baboons, walia ibex, possibly
even a rare Simien fox – but
few other trekkers. This is
offbeat African hiking, across
rugged volcanic escarpments
seemingly untouched by time.

Routes vary, but often include a
summit attempt on Ras Dashen
(4,620m), the country’s highest
peak, and stops at village mudhuts to drink coffee like a local.
Like that? Try this... Mountains
of the Moon, Uganda – tackle
a challenging hut-to-hut hike in
the oft-overlooked Rwenzoris.

Dreamstime

Where? Simien Mountains,
Ethiopia
Length: Various distances,
depending on your route
Days: 6-9
Difficulty:  Moderatetough, with camping
Independent? No – trails not
clearly marked; permits required
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18 Kilimanjaro,
Northern Tanzania
Shutterstock

The roof of Africa

Where? Northern Tanzania
Length: Approximately 45km
Days: 6-9
Difficulty:  It can be
tough, thanks to its high altitude;

camping or mountain huts
Independent? No – a guide
is compulsory
As the continent’s highest peak
(5,895m), Kili is a magnet for
challenge-seekers. There are six
routes: Machame (49km) is tough
but dramatic; quieter Rongai (65km)
allows for more acclimatisation and

AFRICA

has a high success rate. Whichever
you pick, altitude is the biggest
concern – and sweat, tears, carbs
and camaraderie are guaranteed.
Like that? Try this... Mount
Kenya, Kenya – Africa’s secondhighest peak (5,199m) is an
easier, less-crowded and
more wildlife-filled climb.
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19 Inca Trail, Peru

South America’s iconic hike

Where? KM82 to Machu Picchu, Peru
Length: 45km
Days: 4
Difficulty:  Moderate: some high passes,
with camping
Independent? No – a guide is mandatory
This iconic tramp through the Andes is not all
about arriving – although reaching the stone
gate of Intipunku to see a misty sunrise over
mountain-perched Machu Picchu is a fine finale.
The journey there is testing but manageable,
weaving via old Inca pathways, orchid-filled cloudforest and some lung-busting passes, including
4,200m ‘Dead Woman’s Pass’. There are also
ruins en route, such as the clifftop guard-post at
Sayacmarca and the terraces of Huinay Huayna.
Numbers on the trail are limited to 500 a day,
including guides and porters, but camp stops
(and their loos) still get busy.
Like that? Try this... Choquequirao – a hard eightday hike from Cachora to these lesser-known ruins,
then to Machu Picchu, is the offbeat Inca option.

20 Patí Valley, Brazil

Brazil’s best day walk

Dreamstime; Getty

Where? Capão to Guiné, Chapada
Diamantina, Brazil
Length: 15km
Days: 1
Difficulty:  Easy, some steep sections
Independent? Yes
The route from Vale do Capão – a hip hangout
for alternativos – to the village of Guiné packs in
the best of the lush Chapada Diamantina. Here,
Jurassic Park-style tabletop mountains loom
over the rainforest. The vegetation is rampant,
the waterfalls plentiful, the high-plateau views
sweeping, and other people scarce. There are
some tests – Bumbreaker Hill is a bit of a slog –
but there are also cold beers waiting at the end.
Like that? Try this... Tasmania’s Wineglass Bay
& Hazards Beach Circuit – an easy breezy walk
(11km) on the Freycinet Peninsula, taking in the
island’s most photogenic sands.
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21 El Circuito, Chile

Glaciers, granite peaks…
and guanaco

Where? Torres del Paine, Chile
Length: 130km
Days: 7-10
Difficulty:  Moderate-tough:
wilderness conditions; refugios or camping
Independent? Possible, though using
a guide is recommended
It can be icy cold, dripping wet or
blasting with wind. But a circuit of Torres
del Paine – taking in the Patagonian park’s
spires, glaciers, mirror lakes and, possibly,
pumas – is worth a bit of wild weather. The
hiking isn’t too tough, and never exceeds
1,200m, while supported options ease
the load burden, leaving you freer to look
out for guanaco, calving ice and those
Cuernos del Paine views. Or try the W
(60km; 5-7 days), a shorter, only slightly
less-impressive version.
Like that? Try this... Mount Fitz Roy, Los
Glaciares, Argentina – a four-day 40km
loop amid more Patagonian landscapes.
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22 Waitukubuli National Trail, Dominica

Alamy; Dreamstime

It’s the Caribbean, but not as you know it

Where? Scotts Head to Cabrits
National Park, Dominica
Length: 184km
Days: 9-14
Difficulty:  Moderate: some
easy sections plus accommodation
Independent? Possible, though
permits are required and guides
are recommended
The native Carib-Kalinago called
Dominica ‘Waitukubuli’ (‘Tall

is Her Body’) after the island’s
mountainous spine. Apt, then,
that this coast-to-coast hike – the
Caribbean’s first long-distance
trail – bears that name, as it snakes
across Dominica’s profusely green
and volcanically craggy land.
Split into 14 accessible
sections that range from 7km
to 15km, you can thru-walk or
pick stages, such as the hike

up Morne Crabier (section 1),
a jaunt around high peaks and
sulphurous pools (4), or the beach
traverse to Fort Shirley (14). Expect
sea breezes, mango trees and
plenty of encounters with local
Carib communities.
Like that? Try this... Pico Duarte,
Dominican Republic – a three-day
expedition up the highest peak in
the Caribbean (3,087m).
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23 West Coast Trail, Canada
Into the wild

Don’t underestimate the
WCT: along its glorious
Pacific-battered route, there
are no settlements, shelters
or shops – you must be
entirely self-sufficient.
There are also rivers to ford,
ladders to climb and bears
to avoid. But the rewards are
many: this is North America
at its most pristine, where the

trail runs via old-growth
forest, untouched beaches,
caves, coves, cliffs and
incredible sunsets. Watch
out for whales, sea lions
and wolves, too.
Like that? Try this...
Juan de Fuca Marine Trail,
Vancouver Island – this
47km trail is easier, more
accessible and permit-free.

Alamy

Where? Pachena Bay to
Gordon River, Vancouver
Island, Canada
Length: 75km
Days: 5-7
Difficulty:  Tough: river
crossings; wild camping and
no shelters or facilities
Independent? Yes – but
permits and advance booking
are required
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24 John Muir Trail, USA

The daddy of USA hikes
It’s fitting that the man who
spearheaded the national parks
movement should have such a
world-class wilderness-traversing
trail named after him. Muir loved
Yosemite, where this backcountry
adventure starts; the route then
wends further into the Sierra
Nevada, where highlights include
meadows strewn with wildflowers,

remote Evolution Lake and the
pretty pools at Rae. En route there
are a few re-supply stops (including
the hot springs at Red’s Meadows
Resort), but mostly it’s just you, the
mountains… and the bears.
Like that? Try this... Pacific Crest
Trail, USA – the John Muir forms just
part of this 4,240km epic from the
Mexican to the Canadian border.

Alamy; Dreamstime

Where? Yosemite Valley to Mount
Whitney, California, USA
Length: 340km
Days: 20-30
Difficulty:  Moderatetough: you’ll need to camp and
be self-sufficient
Independent? Possible – but
advance booking and permits
are required
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TOP TIP

25 Nebaj-Todos
Santos, Guatemala
On the trail of the Maya

Where? Cuchumatanes mountains,
north-west Guatemala
Length: 55km
Days: 4
Difficulty:  Moderate: some
tough climbs, with homestays

Independent? Not recommended
Guatemala has many volcanoes
to climb and lakes to amble
around, but this hike across the
remote Cuchumatanes is the top
off-beat choice. Only four days
long, it crosses three Mayanlanguage zones and reaches
nearly 4,000m. You’ll traverse
flower-covered plains, pine

forest and barren plateaus, while
viewpoints might afford glimpses
of peaks erupting in the distance.
Staying in homestays offers
insight into local culture, too.
Like that? Try this... El Mirador,
Guatemala – take a little-trodden
four-to-ten-day hike into the jungle
to find hidden Maya ruins and few
other tourists.

Alamy; Dreamstime

Some homestays
may come equiped
with a temescal –
a Maya-style steam
sauna – that provides
the perfect opportunity
to freshen up.
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Walk your

Adventure

We create outstanding walking and trekking holidays worldwide. Whether you are looking to join a
small-group guided walk, an independent self-guided holiday, a challenging trek or a private-guided
walk, we have a holiday for you

Self-guided

NEW: Turkey: Discover
the Eastern Lycian Way
Meander along pretty
coastal paths and narrow
goat tracks past ruins of
ancient civilisations. Swim
from hidden beaches,
admire stunning island
views and sample the
delicious Turkish cuisine.
Mar-Oct
8 days from £559

Self-guided

NEW: Sardinia’s Wild
Southwest

Guided-group

Guided-group

Bedouin Trail to Petra

Ancient Trails of Japan

Discover fine-sand beaches
and crystal-clear water as
you walk from Sardinia’s
interior hills of dense
shrubs down towards the
coast. Enjoy local culinary
breakfast delights at an
agriturismo (farm stay).

Camp out under the stars,
enjoying freshly cooked food
and the splendour of your
desert surroundings. Follow
Bedouin trails through
desert gorges, canyons and
wadis, arriving ultimately at
the spectacular destination
of historic Petra.

This itinerary takes you on
a walking spiritual journey
through ancient woodland
trails, staying at traditional
ryokan homestays and
embracing Japanese
culture. Visit Kyoto and
Tokyo, relax in hot springs
and ride the bullet train.

Mar-Oct
8 days from £949

14 Sep & 5 Oct 2019
8 days from £1,399

12 & 19 May & 6 Oct 2019
13 days from £4,199

All holiday prices include accommodation, some meals and expert guides or walking notes as applicable. Flight prices on request

walksworldwide.com

01962 302 085 enquiries@walksworldwide.com
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